tween a localized RNA and a relevant motor. demonstrate that disruption of microtubules or actin
Other work has focused on monitoring mRNA movefilaments can eliminate many mRNA localization events. ments in vivo, an approach that presents significant Genetic analyses using Drosophila and yeast have reexperimental difficulties. Intracellular mRNA distribuvealed requirements for actin-based motor molecules tions are typically detected by in situ hybridization to in mRNA localization, and for cultured cells antisense fixed cells. This gives us a static view of the steadytechnologies have implicated microtubule-based mostate distribution of an mRNA, but does not describe tors. Finally, several motor proteins are themselves lothe rate or path of movement of mRNA molecules. One calized to sites of mRNA localization (see St Johnston, exception involves the use of an inducible promoter to 1995, Carson et al., 1997, Bertrand et al., 1998, and  fix the time of transcription in nurse cells of the DrosophTheurkauf and Hazelrigg, 1998 for references). Although ila ovary, allowing measurement of the time taken for it seems reasonable to assume that at least some motors an mRNA to reach the oocyte (see Figure 1 ) (Karlinassociate with mRNA to provide the force necessary for McGinness et al., 1996) . This work suggested a rate of translocation, proof has been elusive, and none of the movement similar to that of microtubule-directed molecevidence provided to date allows for a distinction beular motors of the dynein family. However, because tween direct and indirect roles.
these measurements define the interval required for Searching for a Link between Molecular Motors movement between two distant sites, they can only set and RNA Cargo a lower limit on the velocity of transport, which may Two general approaches offer promise for more clearly be discontinuous or circuitous. Clearly, what is needed defining roles for motors in mRNA localization. One is to are methods to follow the course of mRNA movements demonstrate a physical association between a localized in vivo. mRNA and a motor. Another is to monitor the movement One approach toward real-time monitoring in vivo has of a localized mRNA in vivo, measure the parameters been to inject fluorescently labeled RNAs directly into of this movement (such as velocity, directionality, etc.) the cytoplasm. Ainger et al. (1993) introduced this and compare these to known characteristics of particumethod to follow the movements of myelin basic protein lar motors. The pattern of intracellular movement may (MBP) mRNA in cultured oligodendrocytes. Injected itself be informative, especially in situations where well-MBP mRNA formed large particles that moved through delineated cytoskeletal elements exist and may serve as cell processes at a velocity similar to that of kinesintracks for motor-driven movement or demarcate cellular type microtubule-directed motors. This method has also addresses. A definitive answer will probably require both been used by Glotzer et al. (1997) to study the localizatypes of evidence: simple association of a motor with tion of injected oskar mRNA within the Drosophila ooan mRNA doesn't tell us if the motor moves the mRNA, cyte. Here motors may act indirectly in mRNA localizaor if it is simply along for the ride; similarly, a particular tion, promoting microtubule-dependent cytoplasmic rate of movement suggests but does not prove that a streaming that delivers the injected RNA to the posterior pole of the oocyte, where a previously localized anchor particular motor is driving movement.
New Developments in In Vivo RNA Imaging
The in vivo labeling system developed by Bertrand et al. has two components. One is a fusion of the MS2 bacteriophage coat protein (MS2) to GFP. The second is a localized reporter mRNA, in this case ASH1, engineered to contain binding sites for MS2. Upon coexpression of the two components GFP-MS2 binds to the modified ASH1 mRNA, marking its position in the cell. Detection of this RNA/protein complex in vivo relies on a high ratio of bound to free GFP-MS2. This ratio is ensured by a high-affinity interaction with six tandem MS2-binding sites in the reporter mRNA, and the inclusion of a nuclear localization signal in GFP-MS2 to remove free GFP-MS2 from the cytoplasm. Nuclear GFP-MS2 localization is apparently overcome by interaction with the localized RNA, perhaps reflecting the fate of endogenous nuclear RNA-binding proteins involved in the localization process. This fluorescent reporter system may prove to be widely useful for observing mRNAs in vivo. Similar strategies have been discussed for some time and used to target other proteins to specific mRNAs (Venkatesan et al., 1992) , but continuous real-time visualization of these RNA/protein complexes in vivo has (Long et al., 1997; Takizawa et al., 1997 ; reviewed by of mRNA-anchoring sequences in the reporter mRNA. GFP-Exu particles (which may contain bcd mRNA) move from the nurse cells Amon, 1996) . Ash1p is restricted to the distal end of the to the oocyte. Within the nurse cell cytoplasm the three types of daughter cell as a result of the localization of ASH1 movements are indicated by arrows of different colors: black, short mRNA to the bud tip during cell division. GFP-MS2 labelrandomly oriented movements; red, directional movement to the ing reveals that ASH1 reporter mRNA is found in large ring canal; blue, directional movement through the ring canal into particles in vivo, typically one per cell. Localized mRNAs the oocyte. in other cell types are often present in particles, but usually in large numbers. It may be that constitutive expression of the modified ASH1 reporter mRNA causes (Webster et al., 1994) captures the RNA. It remains unan abnormal aggregation of particles, but if so this does certain if this mechanism contributes to localization of not interfere with localization. Formation and movement endogenous oskar mRNA, which occurs in the absence of ASH1 particles depends on five SHE genes genetically of substantial cytoplasmic streaming at developmental implicated in ASH1 mRNA localization. The phenotypes stages prior to those used for the RNA injection experiof she mutants (completely cataloged) and the intracelments. However, this type of mechanism could be inlular distribution of the She proteins (partially cataloged volved in the localization of other mRNAs. The injection using epitope-tagged proteins) provide a framework for approach, while valuable, is limited to cell types that thinking about steps of assembly and movement of are amenable to microinjection and optical sectioning.
ASH1 mRNA particles. Furthermore, some mRNAs may be tagged for specific Each she mutant reduces the proportion of cells conprograms of localization while still within the nucleus, taining ASH1 particles. This effect is weakest for the so that introduction of mRNAs directly into the cytoshe5 mutant, but particles that do form often remain in plasm may not faithfully replicate all in vivo events.
the bud neck, suggesting movement was arrested en Two recent successful approaches to tracking localroute. Different roles have been suggested for three of ized RNAs in vivo have relied on indirect labeling of the remaining SHE gene products. She2p is predicted mRNAs with green fluorescent protein (GFP), a workto act transiently in particle assembly since there is no horse of modern cell biology. One of these approaches, colocalization of She2p and ASH1 particles in vivo, while utilized in yeast, is introduced by Bertrand et al. (1998) in particle formation is abolished in the she2 mutant. The the current issue of Molecular Cell. New results gathered SHE3 gene product is predicted to be a structural comusing a related but different approach in Drosophila are ponent of the ASH1 mRNA particles, as its distribution described by Theurkauf and Hazelrigg (1998) in a recent is centered on the ASH1 particles, and altered levels of paper in Development. Both provide clues about the SHE3 gene activity are directly correlated with particle motors used, or not used, for particular examples of size and morphology.
The most specific prediction is reserved for the SHE1 mRNA localization. gene, encoding a protein defined on the basis of seTheurkauf and Hazelrigg (1998) have now extended this approach to the real-time analysis of GFP-Exu partiquence similarity as an unconventional myosin V motor. Bertrand et al. argue that She1p drives ASH1 particle cle movement in living ovaries. Three types of movements are observed, and two of these provide strong movement along actin microfilaments. This is a significant claim, for which a substantial body of evidence is evidence for translocation along microtubule tracks in the nurse cells. The most remarkable movement, howpresented in support. First, She1p and ASH1 particles colocalize. Colocalization at the bud tip is not significant, ever, occurs at the ring canals, through which the particles glide with no obvious means of locomotion. This as She1p is found there even in the absence of ASH1 mRNA. However, colocalization is also observed in the paper also addresses other aspects of bcd mRNA localization, but we focus here only on the results that most nonbudding cell. Thus, there is evidence that She1p and the particles interact in vivo, although this could be directly address the roles of motors and cytoskeletal elements. indirect. Second, particle movement requires SHE1. In a she1 deletion mutant, particles form at a low efficiency A description of this work might best begin with microtubules. In the early stages of Drosophila oogenesis, and never localize to the bud tip, while a she1 point mutant inactivates movement but not particle formation.
microtubules extend through the nurse cells from an organizing center at the posterior pole of the oocyte Third, ASH1 mRNA particle movement occurs at velocities measured to be in the range of 200 to 440 nm/s. (Theurkauf et al., 1993) . These microtubules have been seen as an attractive route for transport of the many The rate of movement of actin bundles driven by purified chicken myosin V is 200-400 nm/s, implying that ASH1 mRNAs localized to the oocyte at this stage of development. The current work, however, focuses on a slightly particle movement could be analogously driven by She1p. One concern with this model follows from the later stage of oogenesis when these early microtubule tracks are gone. Several different populations of microreduced particle formation of the she1 deletion mutant. It remains possible that She1p acts only in forming a tubules can then be visualized in living nurse cells; all turn over rapidly (within 20 s) and their detection is made particle and making it competent for movement, with the she1 point mutant affecting particle competence but possible by injection of fluorescently labeled tubulin and confocal microscopy. Some of these microtubules are not formation. If so, the observed rate of movement may be coincidental, implicating a class of motors capable positioned close to the nurse cell nuclei, others extend from the (actin-containing) ring canal junctions themof directing this rate of movement without identifying an individual suspect. The arguments of Bertrand et al. selves, and a third class of shorter microtubules are oriented randomly and dispersed throughout the cytoare good, and the alternate explanation is less appealing and less likely. Nevertheless, further work will be necesplasm. The distribution of GFP-Exu particles in living ovaries sary to prove unambiguously the role of She1p. Complementation of she1 mutants with SHE1 genes engineered closely parallels that of microtubules. Some of the particles are perinuclear and stationary, although individual to have predictable alterations of motor function may help to address this problem.
particles occasionally move off into the cytoplasm. This initiation of movement could well be triggered by associThe other GFP-based mRNA imaging system comes from Drosophila. Anterior patterning of the Drosophila ation with bcd mRNA as it is exported from the nuclei, although this is highly speculative. Once in the cytoembryo is specified by a gradient of Bicoid (Bcd) protein, requiring the prelocalization of bcd mRNA to the anterior plasm, particles are dispersed and display rapid movement over short distances in all directions. In the vicinity pole of the oocyte (reviewed by St Johnston and Nü sslein-Volhard, 1992). bcd mRNA is synthesized in a clusof ring canals, however, movement is highly directional, always proceeding toward the oocyte. Both of these ter of nurse cells connected to the oocyte by cytoplasmic bridges known as ring canals (see Figure 1) . movements are microtubule-dependent, being completely inhibited in the presence of colcemid and rapidly Consequently, localization of bcd mRNA involves both transport from nurse cells to oocyte and positioning restored upon colcemid inactivation by UV light. Thus, it seems likely that motors are moving the particles along within the oocyte. One gene shown genetically to act in these events is exuperantia (exu), which encodes a the short, randomly oriented microtubules in the cytoplasm, and along the longer microtubules polarized toprotein that is concentrated at sites of bcd mRNA accumulation. In one of the first applications of GFP technolward the oocyte near the ring canals. Curiously, movements in the cytoplasm occur with significant variation ogy, a GFP-Exu fusion protein was expressed in the ovary and found to assemble into particles that appear in velocity. The authors speculate that this may reflect the use of multiple different motors, an appealing explain both the nurse cells and the oocyte (Wang and Hazelrigg, 1994) . This system has certain advantages and nation that could account for the failure to find a single motor gene mutant that is defective in bcd mRNA localdeficiencies relative to that of Bertrand et al. It is obviously not as general, involving fusion of GFP to a localization. A provocative feature of the GFP-Exu particles is their slow, steady movement through the ring canals ization factor rather than the localized mRNA itself. Moreover, there is no proof that the GFP-Exu particles connecting the nurse cells to the oocyte. This particular movement persists when either microtubule or actin filaactually contain bcd mRNA. However, with continual advances in imaging methods, it seems likely that this ment assembly is inhibited, implicating a completely different and unknown mechanism of transport. issue should be resolved soon. On the plus side, the Drosophila ovary contains well-defined microtubule arThe development of methods to visualize mRNA movements in vivo in real time significantly enhances rays, making it simpler to establish the cytoskeletal substrate for a particular particle movement, even if the our appreciation of the complexities of the mRNA localization process. Models in which a motor immediately identity of the motor driving movement is unknown.
binds RNA upon nuclear export and then associates with a microtubule or actin filament to move directly to a final subcellular destination are clearly too simplistic, since in both yeast and Drosophila a substantial proportion of particle movements are directed either randomly or away from the target (Figure 1) . Nevertheless, learning the details of each movement adds missing pieces to the puzzle of localization mechanisms. The recent work sends mixed messages about the molecules directing mRNA movements, as the accumulating evidence now implicates a specific myosin and unspecified microtubule-based motors, while the force driving transit through the ring canals may require neither cytoskeletal elements nor motors. None of the experimental systems in use now provides a complete picture of how an individual motor acts in localization, but that goal appears attainable, especially for systems where genetic and biochemical studies may be utilized to complement these powerful observational cell biology techniques.
